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Abstract 

Cryptography is a mathematical based technology and extremely rich to ensure that several concepts 

of the information security over a public channel. They have been deployed in diverse areas for 

every conceivable purpose. Present days the cryptography plays an essential role for secured data 

transmission. The proposed design has high performance Lightweight VLSI architecture for block 

cipher with 2x80-bit key. This architecture increases the throughput by reducing the latency up to 

50% from the existing architectures, so that it can improve the performance of the designed 

architecture. Here it has been observed that the number of clock cycles of latency is 32 cycles. The 

FPGA with onboard clock frequency of 250 MHz achieved the throughput of 1Gbps. The entire 

architecture is designed using Verilog HDL. The simulation, synthesis and implementation on FPGA 

is done with Xilinx ISE design suite. 
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1. Introduction 

The modern-day cyber physical systems (CPS) and internet of things (IoT) infrastructures heavily 

rely on extensive deployment of tiny computing devices for sensing, computing, controlling and 

communication purposes [1], [2]. Scope of these devices is widespread; ranging from consumer 

items to virtually anything. These devices form a pervasive computing infrastructure with an 

intelligent ecosystem. Uninterrupted system availability, minimal power consumption, adequate 

level of data security, resource-efficient hardware architectures, low cost and quick time-to-market 

are the essential desirables of this ecosystem. Insatiable demands on the system design metrics make 

the system development task more complex and challenging. In emerging applications such as smart 

cities, smart grid, electronic bank transactions, digital locker, connected cars, etc., secure 

communication is utmost essential. It requires a mechanism, which ensures that unauthorized 

persons or machines cannot access the communicated information. For securing electronic data 

communication, cryptography plays an essential role. It is a technique which ensures secrecy and the 

authenticity of electronic data transfer in any insecure channel. In cryptography, the encryption 

operation is used to convert data into a secure form, known as cipher-text.  

 

Cryptography is an art of science, distinguished an extensive history since from the time of the 

ancient Greeks! It aims to hide the information message through over a public or secret 
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communication channel and that applies principles of mathematical algorithms and logic to design 

strong encryption methods are protected by large numbers of possible keys. Some cryptographic 

algorithms in use today are also safe to use in a real-world. The cryptographic process is used for 

authentication in many emerging applications such as in bank cards, wireless telephones, e-

commerce, pay-TV, prepaid telephone cards, e-cash cards, etc. It is also used for making the access 

control in many systems such as car locks, lifts, metro-trains, electronic gadgets and many other 

form of embedded systems. In these omnipresent smart devices, there is always a need of high 

performance implementation of lightweight cryptographic algorithms for ensuring security in 

resource constrained environment. Hardware-based security solutions with symmetric key 

cryptography algorithms are ideally suited to meet the IoT security challenges for very low area and 

energy requirements [2]. Thus, resource-constrained hardware architectures of lightweight ciphers 

are very essential. A systematic survey of lightweight-cryptography ciphers and their software and 

hardware implementations can be found in [3]. In the survey it has been emphasized that efficient 

implementation of the ciphers are closely dependent on the selection of appropriate architectures as 

they result in low implementation complexity and high performance in actual realization. In the 

context of lightweight cryptography, ISO/IEC 29192-2 has standardized symmetric block cipher 

algorithm PRESENT in the year 2012 [4]. It provides adequate security goals along with hardware-

oriented performance attributes which makes it a prominent choice for developing lightweight 

cryptographic applications [5]. FPGA-based platforms have been commonly deployed for 

architectural exploration, rapid prototyping and quick evaluation of area-performance tradeoffs 

across different set of architectures. In this context some of the architectures for the PRESENT 

cipher and their FPGA implementations have been described below.  

 

2. Literature survey 

 

A. Low area architecture: 

The first area-optimized architecture of PRESENT was proposed by its creators in [5-7]. The 

optimization strategy for this architecture is to reduce the number of substitution boxes, creating a 

direct trade-off between utilized resources and latency. The corresponding hardware architecture is 

the one shown in Fig.1. There are two disadvantages in that proposal. First, the variation of size in 

the data path width to process the state requires additional logic for routing and control which in turn 

induces an area overhead that could reduce the efficiency of the solution. Second, the reduction of 

the substitution layer to decrease the resource consumption would increase the latency cycles which 

can be prohibitive for certain applications. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram of basic Encryption and Decryption 

The latency for this design depends on the number of SBOX utilized. In the case where two SBOX are 

used, if the design considers all the required ports, two cycles are needed to take the input and produce 

the output, plus 8 × 31 cycles to process the state. In total, 250 cycles are necessary in a 2-SBOX 

configuration. In terms of area, the total count for the proposed design can be expressed as 2-input 

NAND gates (considered equivalent to 1 GE [8]). The cost of D-type Flip Flops (FF) and XOR gates is 

obtained through the equivalent circuit, considered to be of 5 and 4 GE, respectively. In silicon 

technology, the shifts and permutations are regarded to have no cost [9]. For the equivalence of a 4-bit 

substitution box, the reader can refer to the estimation provided in the original proposal of PRESENT 

[9], which is said to be of 28 GE approximately. If using two substitution boxes to process the data path 

this architecture can be constructed with: 149 FFs (745 GE) for the state, key, and counter registers; 69 

XORs (276 GE) to add the round key with the state and the round counter with the round key; three 

substitution boxes (84 GE) for the data path and the key schedule; a 64-bit permutation (0 GE) for the 

state; and a 61-bit shift (0 GE) for the round key. In total 1,105 GE are needed, approximately.  

 

B. Iterative Architecture: 

This architecture is reported in [10]. This design uses 8-bit I/O data ports (8-bit for the plaintext, 8-bit 

for the key and 8-bit for the output) with a key size of 128-bit. The state is stored in a single 64-bit 

register and the key is stored in a single 128-bit register, both of these registers support multiple bit 

shifts and parallel inputs. This architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. To process a 64-bit plaintext block, 16 

cycles are required to load the data, plus 31 cycles of latency for encryption, and 8 cycles to produce the 

output, leading to a latency of 55 cycles. As appreciated in Fig. 3 this design utilizes 197 FF (985 GE), 

77 XOR gates (308 GE), 18 SBOX (504 GE),  
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Fig. 2. Serial architecture PRESENT 

 

a 64-bit permutation (0 GE), and a 61-bit shift (0 GE). That is, the design reported in [10] has a cost in 

area of 1797 GE approximately. 

  

C. Serial Architecture: 

Neil Hanley and Marie O’Neill (2012) [10]. This is an area optimized implementation of PRESENT 

using a 128-bit key [11]. The input and storage mechanisms for the state and key data work similarly to 

those of the iterative architecture. The optimization strategy is based on reducing the number of 

substitution boxes in the substitution layer to two. The substitution boxes in the key schedule are also 

replaced by those in the substitution layer. To achieve this replacement, 8 cycles per round are required 

to process the 64-bit state and during a 9th cycle in which the 64-bit permutation takes place, the round 

key is also updated. Fig.2 illustrates this proposal. This design requires 16 cycles to load the data, 279 

cycles to process the state, and 8 cycles to produce the output, this is a total latency of 303 cycles. From 

Fig. 4 it can be noted that this design can be constructed using 197 FFs (985 GE), 13 XOR gates (52 

GE), 2 SBOX (56 GE), a 64-bit permutation (0 GE), and a 125-bit shift (0 GE). This produces an 

approximate count of 1093 GE. 

D. Serial Architecture with Boolean 

 

SBOX – J. J. Tay et al. (2015) [11]: 

In this proposal the authors claim to achieve a lightweight implementation of PRESENT by following 

the design of the serial architecture [11], and replacing the substitution boxes with a construction based 

on boolean logic [19]. The authors attempted to construct the PRESENT SBOX using logic gates. The 

design is achieved using Karnaugh mapping and factorization requiring 26 AND gates and 17 OR gates. 

This design has the same latency as the serial architecture. The reasoning for this optimization relies on 

the premise that a BRAM-based S-Box is rigid, so their proposal attempts to reduce the S-Box design 

through simplification of regular expressions. It is important to note that for FPGA technologies this 

kind of strategy would yield poor results, since in a conventional implementation process the synthesis 
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tool tends to map the SBOX in the same way, regardless if it is described as a lookup- table or as a 

boolean construction. The estimation of gate equivalents for this architecture is similar to that of the 

serial architecture with the difference in the construction of the SBOX. Using the count of AND and OR 

gates provided by the authors, an SBOX designed this way would require 103 GEs. Then this design can 

be constructed using 197 FFs (985 GE), 13 XOR gates (52 GE), 2 SBOX (206 GE), a 64-bit permutation 

(0 GE), and a 125-bit shift (0 GE). This produces an approximate count of 1243 GE keying material in 

the architecture and to allow the synthesis tool to generate the combinational design that produces the 

round keys. This is interesting for this specific design since the width of the round key is reduced from 

64 to 16-bit, which enables a reduction in the complexity of the combinational process. Under this 

approach, it is required to calculate the whole key set beforehand and to describe it as a ROM module. If 

it is specified that the FPGA cannot use memory blocks to implement this module, the synthesizer will 

be forced to use LUTs to create a combinatorial block capable of generating each one of the round keys 

required by the cipher. The main advantages of this design are: it has a reduced latency because the key 

is not entered to the circuit and the associated clock cycles (one for 80-bit keys and four for 128-bit 

keys) are avoided, and there is no need for extra registers to store the key since it can be read directly 

from the key space. This approach, however, can raise some security concerns as it is possible that side 

channel vulnerabilities allow the unauthorized retrieval of keying materials [12]–[14]. In this 

architecture the cipher’s data path can be constructed using 80 FF (400 GE), 16 XOR (64 GE), 4 SBOX 

(112 GE), and a 16-bit permutation. This produces an estimate cost for the data path of 576 GE. It is 

difficult to estimate the total resource usage in GE for this design, since the key module is an 

architecture that can be considered as a black box generated by the synthesis tool.  

3. Proposed Architectures: 

        

              The base design for the two architectures proposed in this paper follow the strategies reported 

in [15] in relation to the construction of the data path. The data path design is illustrated: 

3.1. Pipeline process 
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Fig 3: Flow diagram of pipeline process  

Using pipeline process the optimization is achived in latency and improved the overall processing 

performance. This architectural approach allows the simultaneous execution of several instructions. 

Pipelining is transparent to the programmer; it exploits parallelism at the instruction level by 

overlapping the execution process of instructions.  

Parallelization Process Operation: 

This design has two control inputs namely key_load and data_load. When either of these inputs is 

high, at the rising edge of the clock signal (clk) the (required number of) bits present at data1,data2 

are copied to the corresponding register i.e state1 and state2. In case of key_load all bits of data_i 

(which is 80 bits wide) are copied to key register (Key1,key2) (which is also 80 bits wide). In case of 

data_load, 64 rightmost bits (data1,data2[63:0]) of data1,data2 are copied to state registers. One other 

event that happens when data is loaded (i.e. data_load = ‘1’) is that round_counter i.e 

round_counter1, round_counter2  is set to ‘1’ (5’b00001) i.e. loading a new plaintext into the state 

register also resets the state machine, that is why this design does not have a reset signal. After 

loading the key and the plaintext, both key_load and data_load must be ‘0’. After setting the control 

inputs to ‘0’, 32 clocks must be applied in order to data_o1,data_o2 contain a valid ciphertext. That is 

after the rising edge of the 32nd clock signal, data_o has the correct ciphertext. So the complete 

encryption of plaintext requires 32 clocks. encrypting plaintexts will happen in parallel order using 

the same blocks and achieve faster cipher text generation at end of 32 clocks. This mechanism is 

being followed at processor level where two parallel processors will deal to do parallel operations 

with single control and helps to do multiple data process at same time. Following steps briefly 

summarize the operation of this design: 

           Load the key (key_load = ‘1’, data_load = ‘0’) 

           Load the plaintext (key_load = ‘0’, data_load = ‘1’) 

           Set control inputs to ‘0’ (key_load = ‘0’, data_load = ‘0’) 

          Apply 32  
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Fig: 4. Block diagram of the proposed Architecture 

3.2. Present Block Cipher: 

  

 PRESENT is an example of an SP-network and consists of 31 rounds. The block length is 64 bits 

and based on the applications this design has 80-bit key length. Each round utilizes an XOR operation 

for total 31 round keys to introduce a round key Ki for 1 ≤ i ≤ 32, where K 32 is used for post-whitening, 

a linear bitwise permutation and a non-linear substitution layer. The non-linear layer uses a single 4-bit 

S-box S which is applied 16 times in parallel in each round. The cipher is described in pseudo-code in 

Fig.5. and each stage is now specified in turn. We have assigned bits starting from zero with bit zero as 

on the right of a block or word.  

 
Fig.5. A top-level algorithmic description of PRESENT 

 

5. Experimental results 

A low- latency technique is added to the architecture to increase the performance and calculated the 

throughput. The maximum throughput (Thr) of an implementation is a function of the maximum 

operational frequency (FMAX), the latency cycles required to process a block (LAT), and the block size 

(BSIZE). It is calculated with Equation.  

 

 

Thr  
Fmax × Bsize 

LAT 
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The latencies of the proposed architecture are reduced by using parallelization method and obtained 

latency of the proposed design is 32 cycle, existing design has a latency of 64 cycle and reduced 50 

percent latency in the proposed design. Fig.6illustrate the simulation results of the existing design. Fig.7 

shows the simulation results of proposed design. 

 

 

 

Fig 6. Two successive series inputs without parallelization, latency = 64 cycles 

 

 

Fig 7. Two data inputs Parallelization Process, latency = 32 cycles 

 

Table 1. Comparison results of different hardware architectures 

 

Parameter Proposed work Existing [17] Existing 

[18] 

Key size 160 80 128 

Area(SLC) 421 48 44 

Latency(cycles) 32 136 303 

Throughput(MHz) 1000 73.5 33.00 
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Table.1 shows the comparison of different hardware architectures. The latency of proposed design is 

very less when compare with the existing design and throughput rate is very high when compare with 

existing designs. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presented a FPGA implementation of lightweight architecture for present block cipher of 

hardware architectures A 2 x 64-bit data-path architecture with 2x80-bit key schedule was presented. 

The simulation results show that the latency of the proposed design is very less when compared with all 

other existing designs. The throughput rate of the proposed design is very high when compare with the 

serial architecture and iterative architectures. The entire design is implemented on SPARTAN-6 

XC6SLX16-3csg324 FPGA, with the help of Xilinx ISE 14.7 CAD tool. 
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